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???????????????????????The Spread of the Word Kekki no yusha? in Literature and Society: 
Beginning with Gunkimonogatari
TAKIZAWA Mika
In Japan, the word ?kekki no yusha ???????? appeared in the 
Muromachi age, and after that, frequently became used. For example, Hogen 
monogatari, which is categorized as gunkimonogatari, use this word at the end, 
which is very important for the tale. So this word was an important way of 
thinking in the past. This paper focuses on the word ?kekki no yusha?, analyzes 
how the word is used in Japan and captures the spread of this word in literature 
and society.
After Taiheiki used this word, it spread and was used in many gunkimonogatari. 
Especially the works called koukigunki, which were written after Taiheiki was 
created, used this word. By this word, the tale criticized bushi who appear in 
the tale. But the meaning of this word varies in each tale. That is, this word was 
useful because it included various values with bushi, and could teach what ideal 
bushi should be through criticism. And this word played a role in capturing the 
image of bushi in the distant past and interpreting their actions. Additionally, 
this word fulfilled a role in supporting the essential concept of each tale like 
Hogen monogatari and Heiji monogatari.
This word became gradually important in society. Ise-family and Ogasawara-
family, who served Muromachi-bakufu and handed down bukekojitsu, inherited 
?kekki no yusha? as a moral lesson. And people, who were not bushi, also used 
this word as common sense; that is, for people ?kekki no yusha? was a more 
familiar way of thinking. Moreover, people often used ?kekki no yusha? in order 
to recommend learning. The idea that learning get over ?kekki no yu ????
???, which configures ?kekki no yusha?, was widely used because of easy-to-
follow measures.
In literature ?kekki no yusha? showed the way of bushi, while in society 
it was used as the rules for bushi, so it is considered that these streams connect. 
That is, it can be said that this word exists between literature and society.
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